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WHERE IS THE LAW IN RESTORATIVE JUSTICE?1 
 

by Val Napoleon, Angela Cameron, Colette Arcand, and Dahti Scott 
 

 
1.  WAYS OF THINKING ABOUT LAW 
 
1.1. Introduction 
 
Restorative justice is seen by some as an important tool in moving towards, and 
sustaining, Aboriginal self-government.2 The main purpose of this paper is to explore 
whether restorative justice can be usefully considered an expression and form of practice 
of local law. We explore this question with a view to its implications for Aboriginal self-
government. 

Specifically, the paper explores how our analysis changes when we shift from 
understanding restorative justice as a “program” to considering it an expression of local 
law, and therefore a critical aspect of on-the-ground self-government. The paper 
addresses experiences and trends in the implementation of local law by examining the 
work of the Alexis First Nation Justice Committee (the Committee) in the Nakota 
community of Alexis First Nation, just outside of Edmonton, Alberta.3 

Considering the work of the Committee as being founded on local and/or Nakota 
law4 could enable Alexis First Nation community members to (1) find other expressions 
of local and Nakota law at work in the community, (2) extrapolate how the legal 
obligations, legal norms, and legal principles of local and Nakota law might be applied 
elsewhere, perhaps to local governing institutions, and (3) critically examine how legal 
norms, obligations, and principles might be applied to other issues or conflicts. These are 
self-governing acts and are part of what self-government should encompass. 

The paper will first develop a legal framework within which to discuss the 
concepts of local law and, to a lesser extent, restorative justice. This framework will then 
be applied as a lens to discern and describe the parameters and functions of local law that 
derive from the work of the Committee. 
 
1.2. Legal Framework 
 
A legal framework can be understood as a way of talking, thinking about, and working 
with laws and legal orders—in this case, Indigenous. Such a conceptual framework is 
formed, in part, by asking critical and unsentimental questions about the sources5 and 
functions of law, the legitimacy and authority of law, the ways in which laws change, and 
the internal power imbalances and oppression within legal orders.6 This legal framework 
advances an understanding of law as whole and separate from the dominant 
understanding of formal, centralized law created and perpetuated by the common and 
civil law in Canada. It asks how Indigenous laws and legal orders relate to these 
dominant understandings of law.7 When applied to Nakota law, this legal framework 
helps us to better understand local manifestations of Nakota law in Alexis, identify and 
deal with internal contradictions and conflict, and develop non-colonial relationships 
between Aboriginal peoples and Canada. 
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The process of carving out an understanding of local law is in itself an exercise in 
self-determination. We are encouraging Aboriginal people and groups to create the 
political space in which they can consider such critical questions as: What are we beyond 
our resistance to colonialism? What do we want our contemporary legal institutions and 
laws to look like? and How do we develop the political space that is necessary for the 
exercise of intellectual capacity to articulate, interpret, and apply indigenous laws to 
contemporary issues?8 At the end of the day, indigenous societies (like every healthy 
society) must have the political space in which to consider and manage their own laws 
and legal orders. It follows, similarly, that indigenous legal orders and law are 
fundamentally about citizenry—and therefore part of the collective social capital.9 
 
1.3. Restorative Justice 
 
In Canada, the term “restorative justice” is applied to a wide variety of theories and 
practices ranging from justice committees to victim-offender mediation.10 It is a term 
commonly used by Canadian federal and provincial governments and courts to describe 
criminal justice programs for Aboriginal people in conflict with the law.11 There are a 
large number of restorative justice programs across Canada with varying degrees of 
control and participation by and from Aboriginal people. The Alexis Justice Committee is 
one such program. 

Understanding the link between restorative justice and Aboriginal self-
government is confusing for several reasons. First, most restorative justice programs in 
Canada are not run autonomously by an Aboriginal group. While federal and provincial 
governments may grant certain levels of autonomy to Aboriginal groups deploying a 
restorative justice program, such as the Committee, the reality is that any potential for 
self-governance is often curtailed by extensive government reporting requirements, lack 
of resources, and indirect control (e.g., qualification criteria, evaluation standards, etc.).12 
Second, most government-sanctioned restorative justice programs, even those that deal 
exclusively with non-Aboriginal clients, acknowledge or claim roots in pan-Aboriginal13 
concepts of justice or law.14 Meanwhile, they are completely unrelated to the local 
Indigenous peoples, ignoring the laws and legal orders of the Indigenous peoples where 
they function. Finally, while Aboriginal and restorative justice initiatives are obviously 
considered to be about justice, they generally say nothing about Indigenous legal orders 
and law. Usually the only references to law are statements that are diametrical opposed to 
the western criminal justice system. This binary approach is founded on the erroneous 
assumption that there is only one type of law—that of centralized states with formally 
enacted systems of law.15 Thus, a false dichotomy between restorative justice and the 
western criminal law is created, which unfortunately constrains other creative 
possibilities for Indigenous peoples. 

This paper argues that despite the ways in which restorative justice programs may 
be administered as ambiguous tools of self-governance, Indigenous laws and legal orders 
may still form the foundation for these programs. In other words, Indigenous laws and 
legal orders may continue to function and flourish just beneath the visible surface of the 
justice programs at an implicit and informal level. The Committee is recognized by the 
Alberta government as a restorative justice program closely linked to the criminal justice 
system and operating within limited parameters. However, in talking to the people who 
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work within the Alexis program, it is evident to us that the Nakota legal order and laws16 
are alive within this primarily Nakota community, and are (in part) responsible for the 
successes of the restorative justice program. 

The label “restorative justice” does not reduce crime, or heal offenders and 
victims. The rhetoric or descriptions in government working papers and evaluations, or 
the Criminal Code17 do not make changes in Aboriginal communities.18 In fact, the 
rhetoric of restorative justice usually obscures forms of local law. We understand 
government-mandated restorative justice as a political, economic, legal and institutional 
scaffold that supports and, at times, distorts local law within Western law and politics. 
While the tenets and rhetoric of restorative justice may at times overlap with, or add to, 
the ways in which local laws are functioning, we argue that local laws themselves are 
more interesting and promising in terms of strengthening self-governance. 
 
1.4. Local Law 
 
As authors we come from a variety of cultures and legal traditions. Three of us are 
Aboriginal, but none of us are Nakota, nor do we live in the Alexis community. This has 
been both a great source of insight and a challenge.19 In this project of trying to 
understand forms and functions of law across cultures (i.e., Western, Cree, Dunnezah, 
Dene, and Nakota), we must begin by recognizing our own cultural blinders and 
accepting that these may impair our efforts, no matter how well intentioned our desire to 
understand.20 

The Committee is constituted by an agreement with the Province of Alberta to 
provide services and support to people in Alexis who are charged with criminal 
offences.21 The work that the Committee does is, in its relation to Canadian law, created 
and bounded by this agreement. However we argue that much of the work that is being 
done by the Committee is better viewed within a different framework—that of local law. 

Alexis local law is historically rooted in but no longer identical to Nakota law. 
Nakota law is part of a complete Nakota legal order22 that historically extended more 
broadly (geographically and normatively) across the larger Nakota society and its 
territory. As with all law, Nakota law is not static, but is constantly changing. Local law 
consists of the ways that Nakota law is presently understood, interpreted, and practiced in 
the specific geographic community of Alexis. In other words, the settlement of Alexis in 
its present geographic location has caused Nakota law to localize into the single 
community of Alexis First Nation. This situation is further complicated because, with 
ongoing intermarriage with other Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples, Alexis is no 
longer completely Nakota.23 Today, Alexis is geographically separated from other Nakota 
groups and surrounded by Cree communities in historic Cree territory.24 The ways that 
Nakota law is understood and used in social interactions is influenced by historic and 
contemporary realities that are unique to Alexis. 

Local law locates law in the on-the-ground, day-to-day self-governance 
performed by Aboriginal people according to Aboriginal laws and legal orders. Local law 
operates simultaneously with Western law, but is usually either invisible or only visible 
in the form of traditions, customs, or practices.25 A local law framework turns the focus 
away from what is happening in relation to the provincial and federal governments, and 
instead examines Aboriginal laws and legal orders, and the ways that they function as 
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institutions in and of themselves. In this paper we examine the work of the Committee, 
and ask ourselves whether what they are doing on a day-to-day basis can be understood 
as an expression and form of practice of local law deriving from Nakota law. 

Frequently within Western law, Aboriginal laws and legal orders are reduced to 
essentialized and simplistic rules or practices such as prayer or smudging.26 We want to 
examine what gives those practices meaning and what the information is that underlie the 
traditions.27 In other words we might ask, for example, “Why is that smudge conducted at 
this particular time?” Our focus is not on the rules themselves, but on the intellectual and 
reasoning processes that are necessary for the collaborative practices of law, management 
of conflict, and governance generally.28 

Our view is that underlying the practices or “rules” are a set of philosophical and 
legal norms that are constantly accessed and interpreted. We want to look closely at 
processes such as legal reasoning, deliberation, and interpretation of laws, rather than at 
the bare rules or practices alone.29 It is hard to see these intellectual processes, or at least 
harder than to see Western legal reasoning, as local law does not have a separate 
dedicated institution (such as a law school) to explain and teach it. The law instead 
derives from and rests within the everyday social interactions, practices, traditions, lives, 
place names, and kinship relations of Indigenous groups.30 

In every legal culture, including Aboriginal laws and legal orders, the ways that 
we understand and fulfill these norms are constantly contested and debated. Law lives in 
each new context. In fact, one of the most important things to understand about law is 
how it changes in our own and in other cultures.31 It has to change in order to fulfill an 
effective governance function—it must be appropriate to new context and circumstances 
or it will lose its legitimacy. This contestation of legal norms occurs as societies 
themselves change and face new challenges or new ways of being together as people.32 In 
part, local law functions as a dispute management system when these norms are 
contested. It is local law that provides the mechanisms that ensure such ongoing 
contestation happens within boundaries generally accepted by that culture. Moving from 
focus on the practice itself to the philosophical basis of the practice allows us to see more 
clearly the norms that are at work, the ways that those norms are contested, and the 
dispute management mechanisms, or local laws, that mediate this contestation. 

Indigenous laws and legal orders are not static or frozen in historical rituals or 
practices. Understanding and using local law is not about trying to go back in time, but 
about drawing on strengths and principles of the past to deal with modern problems and 
situations.33 We think that the Committee does this in several important ways, and we 
discuss examples of their application of local law below. We also find places where local 
law could be used to address modern problems and situations, but where it seems not to 
have been applied—in particular in assisting the victims of domestic violence in that 
community. 
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2.  ALEXIS FIRST NATION 
 
2.1. A Little Bit of History 
 
The specificities of Alexis local law lie in part in the history of this group of people. We 
include some of this history here for two reasons related to self-governance: First, 
stereotypes about Aboriginal peoples abound, including the notion that Aboriginal 
“traditions” exist only in the frozen past. Discussing the complexities of Aboriginal 
history provides a more flexible, nuanced understanding of where local laws come from, 
how laws may have changed, and how they may continue to change. Second, as with all 
peoples, the history of Aboriginal groups shapes the conflicts, laws, and understandings 
held by them today. This history needs to be acknowledged and understood to provide 
context for further positive social change. 

The Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation is situated on the north shore of Lac Ste Anne, 
approximately 72 kilometres west of Edmonton, Alberta. By adhesion, Alexis is a 
signatory to the historic numbered treaty, Treaty 6, signed in 1876. Alexis is situated in 
an area that is traditional Cree territory. The history and circumstances of how this band 
of Nakota Sioux came to be formally established in its present location provides some 
context to their cultural uniqueness and the development of local law. For the purposes of 
this chapter, the Nakota Sioux settlement in Cree territory was made possible by the 
operation of Nakota Sioux and Cree international laws and protocols. According to 
Alexis First Nation, 
 

In August and September 1876, Canada sent Treaty Commissioner 
Alexander Morris, the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba and the North-
West Territories, together with fellow Commissioners James McKay and 
W.J. Christie to meet at Fort Pitt, Fort Carlton, and Battle River with “the 
Plain and Wood Cree and the other Tribes of Indians” to negotiate Treaty 
6. From Canada’s perspective, the purpose of the treaty was to open up the 
121,000-square-mile Treaty 6 area for settlement, immigration, and other 
purposes and to establish “peace and good will” between the Indians and 
the government. In exchange for the Indians’ surrender of their rights to 
this territory, Canada agreed, among other things, to “lay aside reserves 
for farming lands, due respect being had to lands at present cultivated by 
the said Indians… .”34 

 
The following year, on August 21, 1877, in the presence of interpreter 
Peter Erasmus and three other witnesses, Chief Alexis Kees-kee-chee-chi 
and Headman Oo-mus-in-ah-soo-waw-sinee executed an adhesion to 
Treaty 6 on behalf of the ancestors of the present-day Alexis First Nation. 
 
To fulfill the Crown’s obligations to provide reserve land, Dominion Land 
Surveyor George A. Simpson laid out IR 133 on the north shore of Lac Ste 
Anne for the Alexis Band in October 1880. Comprising 23 square miles, 
the reserve was confirmed by federal Order in Council… .35 
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It is more difficult to piece together the history of the Alexis Nakota Sioux prior 
to the signing of the adhesion to Treaty 6. The archival records contain conflicting 
accounts of the migration of the Sioux in Canada. 
 
According to the Alexis Nakota History and Culture Program, “the Alexis Nakota Sioux 
Nation is the most northern member of the Siouan language family. Although closely 
related to their Cree neighbours through intermarriage and centuries of neighbourly 
interaction, Alexis maintained its cultural uniqueness as a Nakota Nation.”36 

According to Alexis First Nation, the history of Alexis begins in the east: 

The Assiniboine group detached themselves from the rest of the Siouan 
family. …The Jesuit Relations of the seventeenth century document the 
schism within the Sioux parent stock and the existence of a subdivision, 
warriors of the Rock, who were called Poulaks and lived on the western 
shore of the Mississippi River. Inhabiting the country between the Poulak 
and the Assinipoulak were the Nadouechi or eastern Sioux.37 

This group of Sioux had alliances and intermarriage ties with the Saulteaux 
(Chippewa-Ojibwa)38 and the Cree.39 Smaller groups of people moved westward to 
Alberta with the fur trade. Alexis members contend that their ancestors were Nakota who 
broke away from the other divisions of the Sioux and migrated westward during the fur 
trade. 

This account is variously supported and refuted by other historical 
sources. The two main points of variation are geographical origins and 
international alliances. Alexis First Nations’ assertion that they originated in the 
East, near the Mississippi, is supported by Peter Grant.40 However both Paul 
Carlson41 and Helen Buckley42 contend that the geographical origins of the 
current northwest Nakota are in the Great Plains and then the forests of 
Minnesota. According to Alexis First Nation, they were members of the Sioux 
nation and had alliances with the Cree and Saulteaux. According to Peter Grant, 
however, the Sioux were historically at odds with the Saulteaux.43 And according 
to Carlson, the northern Nakota became the enemies of the Sioux, from whom 
they originally separated in the Great Plains.44 According to all accounts, 
however, the Nakota Sioux had allied relations with the Cree, a pattern of 
international conduct that continues today in Alexis. 

There is also historical debate surrounding the geographical movements of the 
Nakota Sioux once they arrived in the northwest. Carlson suggests that the Nakota settled 
in Saskatchewan, in order to hunt bison.45 Alexis First Nation, however concludes that 
they settled farther west than Carlson’s account allowed: 
 

Based on the records of fur traders and explorers in the seventeenth 
century, it is apparent that the Assiniboine [Nakota] had either ventured 
westward or were in occupation of lands far to the west of the original 
Sioux homeland.46 
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In support of the Alexis position, Buckley contends that the Nakota (Assiniboine) 
came to settle in the foothills of the Rockies in the nineteenth century when trading 
relations broke down, warfare increased, and disease became epidemic. 
 

In Canada, the Assiniboine [Nakota] lost whole bands and the Blackfoot 
two-thirds of their population. The former, thought to have numbered 
around 28,000 at the beginning of the nineteenth century (counting both 
Canada and the U.S.), were down to 2,600 in a 1904 count, largely 
because of losses in the 1830s. One of the bands that came through the 
epidemic gathered as many orphaned survivors from other bands as it 
could find and fled, through Blackfoot territory, to the foothills of the 
Rockies. The descendants of this band, now known as the Stonies, live 
there to this day.47 

 
Other historical records suggest that, in the mid-1700s, this group of Nakota 

Sioux (Assiniboine) may have been farther north on the Saskatchewan River near 
present-day Edmonton.48 Two other groups of Sioux also appear in the historical record, 
but seem to be unrelated to the Alexis Nakota Sioux. One migrated much later in the 
1800s and is now located in the Rocky Mountains area.49 Another Sioux group appeared 
near Winnipeg in the late 1800s. At that time, a reserve on Lake Manitoba was proposed 
to the Sioux, but they were unwilling to settle there because of their history with the 
Saulteaux,50 supporting Peter Grant’s account of international relations. 

As this section illustrates, the present location of the Alexis First Nation is the 
result of a complex and turbulent history that spans hundreds of years and thousands of 
miles. Despite the often harsh historical experiences, the Nakota have maintained a 
political and cultural identity, and a strong sense of collectivity. This is the historic 
backdrop to the present-day community of Alexis First Nation. 
 
2.2. Alexis First Nation Justice Committee 
 
Colette Arcand, Angela Cameron, and Val Napoleon met several times with members of 
the Committee in January 2007. The discussions were open-ended, with a series of 
questions intended to prompt conversation. We asked about the members’ roles and 
responsibilities, relationships and kinship system, conflicts and community issues, and 
historic connections with other peoples and communities. Our goal was to encourage 
critical discussions about how the Committee members understood their legal obligations 
according to local and/or Nakota law. We also asked about contradictions in local and/or 
Nakota law, and whether the members saw the Alexis Court Project as a way to fulfill 
their legal obligations according to local and/or Nakota law. 

By and large, the Committee members found it very difficult to respond to or 
engage with the questions. There are two reasons for this discomfort: First, the committee 
members are used to discussing their work as a restorative justice program—not as law. 
This is the usual basis for their relations with government and the judiciary, as well as 
program evaluators, other Aboriginal groups, and outside researchers. Second, the term 
“law” became a major stumbling block because they associate it with their work with the 
Criminal Code and the courts. Given this experience, it was very difficult for the 
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Committee members to imagine law in terms of being local and/or Nakota. This is 
discussed further in the next section. 

Under the Court Services Division of Alberta Justice and Attorney 
General, Alexis First Nation has had provincial court sitting in the community 
for many years. Referred to as the Alexis Provincial Court, the Alexis program is 
described on the Alberta government website as follows: 
 

A unique First Nations Court and Restorative Justice Initiative has been 
developed at the Alexis First Nation where Provincial Court Judges and 
Stony Plain Crown prosecutors share information about the criminal 
justice system and court procedures with the Alexis Justice Committee, 
Elders, and other community members. In turn, judges and prosecutors 
have the opportunity to build relationships with the Aboriginal community 
and learn about its culture, traditions, and social resources. This 
relationship building and sharing of knowledge supports a community-
based approach to justice that promotes respect for the law and safe 
communities. 

 
The court, working with the community and justice stakeholders, has 
incorporated court-ordered supervision of offenders, interim reviews, and 
accountability to the community into the Alexis Restorative Justice 
process. The justice committee acts as a sentencing resource that augments 
pre-disposition or pre-sentence reports by identifying cultural and social 
resources available at the Reserve. The justice committee also assists the 
probation officer in monitoring the probation of some offenders, and in 
providing the court with community reviews of the probationer’s 
compliance. These interim reviews are an important and unique 
component of the Alexis Restorative Justice process.51 

 
Under the Alberta Solicitor General and Public Security, Alexis First Nation has a 

formally established Youth Justice Committee, a Community Tripartite Agreement under 
the First Nation Policing and Law Enforcement Initiatives, an Aboriginal Crime 
Prevention Program, and a Community Supervision Program for Aboriginal Offenders.52 
According to the online description, this latter program emphasizes community 
accountability and seeks to reflect the “culture, language and traditions of the 
local communities.” Supervision is provided to “Aboriginal persons with probation, 
temporary absence, pre-trial or fine option status.”53 

In 2003, a government-funded evaluation of the justice committee concluded that 
the restorative justice program had been successful on a number of fronts during its ten-
year existence. In particular the evaluation notes that “the offenders find the structure of 
the sentences…and the ongoing support from the Justice Committee and Probation 
Officer to be critical in changing their behaviour and lifestyles. The recognition by the 
Justice personnel of the underlying causes of their lifestyle and the upfront willingness to 
assist the offenders to reintegrate into the community are keys to success.”54 
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3. LOCAL LAW IN ALEXIS—EXPERIENCES AND ISSUES 
 
3.1. It Is Hard to Talk About Law 
 

Indigenous law flows from sources that lie outside of the common law and 
civil law traditions. As described in 1973 in the Calder case by the 
Supreme Court of Canada, such a unique source resides in the fact that 
“when the settlers came, the Indians were there, organized in societies and 
occupying the land as their forefathers had done for centuries.” These laws 
have no need for dependence “on treaty, executive order or legislative 
enactment.” They are "pre-existing" and have their own logic, as the Court 
said, “indigenous to their culture [though] capable of articulation under the 
common law.”55 

 
The purpose for meeting with the Committee was to engage in a discussion about how 
the Committee members understand their work in the community and whether this 
understanding reflects their local and/or Nakota laws. Local law in this context is the way 
community members manage themselves as a group over time. Historically, Nakota 
society’s governance was decentralized without a hierarchical or centralized authority. In 
keeping with the theory of law that recognizes law as deriving from social interaction 
rather than solely from centralized formal state processes,56 local law is about how people 
make decisions and conduct themselves in a social context. Local law may be described 
as “a language of interaction” that is necessary for people’s social behaviour to be 
meaningful and predictable over time. It is this language of interaction that makes 
possible social settings where people’s behaviours generally fall within expected or 
known patterns. 

This is a more complex and subtle way to think about local and/or Nakota law. 
Since much of this law is implicit or beneath the surface of our consciousness, it usually 
remains invisible. It becomes that which we do not know that we know. However, 
Indigenous societies also made implicit law explicit, complete with collective processes 
for deliberation, reasoning, interpretation, and application. We know that these processes 
have been damaged and undermined by recent history. Consequently, most indigenous 
peoples including Alexis have difficulty discussing indigenous law and legal orders in 
any critical, rigorous, and practical way. 

Our starting premise is that local law and Nakota law in Alexis (and the 
equivalent in other communities) can be drawn out by examining the activities and 
experiences of the Committee members. In this way, legal norms and legal obligations 
can be discerned in people’s behaviours over time—that network of tacit understandings 
and unwritten conventions that are rooted in the soil of social interaction.57 According to 
Gerald Postema, “We cannot fully understand law, we cannot appreciate its dynamic 
character, the role it plays in human affairs, or the kind of public good it offers, if we fail 
to attend to this implicit dimension of law.”58 Postema contends that implicit rules do not 
arise from conception, but from conduct: 
 

Although implicit rules arise from the conduct of determinate agents, 
typically they have no precise date of birth and no determinate authors. 
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They presuppose no relations of authority and subordination; thus, their 
practical force depends neither on authority nor on enactment, but on the 
fact that they find “direct expression in the conduct of people toward one 
another.”59 

 
So, while the Committee members were unable to explicitly discuss local and/or 

Nakota law, it is arguable that their examples demonstrated a fulfillment of legal 
obligations and are a form of local and/or Nakota law at work. The committee members’ 
language conveys the implicit nature of this particular discourse: “That’s how things are,” 
they say, and “It’s natural.” In this way, what people know is “how things are” and 
“natural” and invisible. Some members described their local and Nakota laws as a way of 
life, again exemplifying a more internal perspective and a more holistic way of 
understanding. 

For the most part, the Committee members discussed their work within the 
boundaries of a justice program intended to deal with people charged with criminal 
offences. This is congruent with their mandate as a formalized, community-based 
Aboriginal justice initiative under the Criminal Justice Division of Alberta Justice and 
Attorney General. As previously outlined, the community is actively involved in various 
Aboriginal justice initiatives in many areas, and from the committee’s perspective, it 
makes good sense that the committee discuss their work within these terms of reference. 

As the discussion began about local and Nakota law being applied in the 
committee’s work, we observed that the committee members were uncomfortable with 
the language of “law” and were having difficulty in articulating their own laws. We did 
introduce our questions by explaining that in our theoretical framework, law is not just 
rules, it is how law is practiced and how it is thought about. Further, we hoped that by 
looking at the interactive process of the Committee, we could learn how people figure out 
how to interpret and apply the rules, and how to act on the rules generally. The authors 
listened to the committee members as they discussed why they care about the work they 
do. 

John Borrows provides some useful examples from Anishinabek law that are 
helpful to our consideration of local or Nakota laws at work in Alexis. Borrows explains 
that Anishinabek legal traditions use precedential, standard-setting criteria to guide and 
judge action. He finds that the trickster Nanabush is a useful intellectual instrument for 
teaching law: “Nanabush turned to what was there, what was familiar, what was nearby, 
and he was able to take those things that were familiar and nearby and transform them—
transform them in such a way that he got people involved with what was going on in the 
community.”60 

The Committee incorporates sacred ceremonies when the members work with 
offenders. It may also arrange to have clients work closely with Elders in the community 
as part of their community supervision. One example provided by committee members 
was how a thirty-day continuous fire was employed to inspire the youth in the community 
and promote spirituality. One Committee member explained that the Committee “takes 
what works and uses it.” These are examples of what Borrows describes as expressions of 
normative values being reflected in day-to-day affairs. Borrows writes, “The 
professionalization of the decision making through lawyers takes law out of the hands of 
people, like I was describing in that Windigo story. Why should you need to hire 
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somebody at $100 an hour when through kin, through story, through ceremony, through 
speaking with elders, you can deal with challenges on other bases?”61 

These are the sort of processes used by Alexis to deal with circumstances that are 
presented to them by the actions of their community members. Alexis is drawing on legal 
principles of legal obligation to one another in order to confront problems. There are 
similarities between the work of Alexis and how Borrows discusses Anishinabek law and 
interactions: “Go with our friends; form a council; be unanimous; and act in such a way 
that you take responsibility for the decision you make.”62 The Committee has decided 
what they will do. They meet with clients, discuss the circumstances, make 
recommendations to the court, and are involved with follow-up with clients via interim 
reviews to the courts. Borrows explains: 
 

You study indigenous words and you get a world view focused on 
relationships people should have with one another in terms of their 
obligations and responsibilities. This is the case with environmental law; 
there are things that people are trying in the criminal justice context. In 
fact, as Morris Rosenberg mentioned, the idea of sentencing circles has 
some of its roots in indigenous legal traditions, in gathering together and 
trying to come to a resolution in that format.63 

 
In Alexis, the Committee reconciled an internal community conflict in the early 

1990s that resulted in the ongoing acceptance of diverse spiritual practices. One 
committee member described this as a heated political issue that affected the 
Committee’s work. Another Committee member described how the Committee decided 
to work through this issue because they needed to cooperate to help the people. The 
members discussed how they worked this out themselves without the provincial judge 
who usually participates in the Committee meetings. They described how they came to 
consensus about prayer, higher powers, and the acceptability of different means and 
practices as an individual’s personal choice. Now, spirituality among Alexis community 
members is generally some form of Christianity, or Nakota traditional spirituality, or a 
blend of the two. This acceptance of spiritual diversity by the Committee is an example 
of successful ongoing conflict management. 

Spirituality is supported because the members believe it is more important to 
nurture spirituality rather than worry about how an individual practices it. Today, for 
example, all members support the idea that programs like Alcoholics Anonymous are just 
as effective as a traditional sweat ceremony. No one method is better than the other, just 
different—the method does not matter so much as ending up with sober people. From the 
committee members’ discussion about this experience, it becomes apparent that they 
were involved in an active and deliberative process to find solutions to their conflicts. 
The experiences of the Committee are similar to how Postema describes interactive 
processes involving informal and implicit law: 
 

Because parties engaged in interaction frequently face new situations and 
new practical problems, they must adjust, reinterpret, or even replace 
existing rules.  These revising activities are possible only because the 
parties develop shared abilities to negotiate the network of expectations 
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and together to arrive at new, relatively stable understandings. 
Participating in such practices we learn how to anticipate the solutions our 
counterparts will hit upon as they attempt to anticipate our decisions and 
actions. Interpretation and extension or contraction of existing rules in 
such a practice, then, is itself an essentially interactive process.64 

 
If we follow Postema’s and Fuller’s line of argument, the importance and effect of 

the presence of implicit law in modern legal systems becomes even more substantial and 
critical to thinking about self-government for Alexis. According to Postema, Fuller’s 
claim is that “dependence on implicit interactive practice is a common feature of modern 
law, but also that law is not possible without it, that it is essential to our idea of legal 
order.”65 According to Fuller’s congruence thesis, “a substantial degree of congruence 
between enacted laws and background informal social practices and conventions 
governing horizontal relations among citizens is necessary for the existence of law.”66 In 
Alexis, the Committee’s social interactions are congruent with the understood rules or 
social norms in the community. In other words, the explicit work of the Committee is 
founded inextricably on the implicit and informal law that derives from Nakota law. 
Again turning to Postema: “Legal norms and authoritative directives can guide self-
directed social interaction only if they are broadly congruent with the practices and 
patterns of interaction extant in the society generally.”67 

Alexis legal norms are not just “understanding the meaning of the words in which 
[they are] formulated, but understanding the institutions, practices, and attitudes of the 
community to which [they are] addressed.”68 In other words, legal norms only make 
sense as “practical guides for self-directing agents…only when they are set in a context 
of concrete practices, attitudes, and forms of social interaction.”69 

There are times and circumstances when a projected norm does not make sense. 
For example, statements about “respect” were made during the meeting with the 
Committee. One member talked about respect for other people’s ways, and another talked 
about treating offenders with respect. Members also talked about the importance of not 
judging clients, not kicking someone who is down, and giving all people a second 
chance. These comments are important. However, when respect is articulated in an 
abstract form, problems can be created because of the difficulty in understanding the 
contextual and relational subtleties of “respect.” Julie Cruikshank provides an example in 
her discussion about her work in the Yukon, in which one speaker of a panel addressed 
the audience at an environmental conference: 
 

A second speaker adopted a different strategy, one that works effectively 
in many meetings. He spoke of the concept of respect—respectful 
behavior toward other human beings and between humans and 
nonhumans. Accustomed to using this language to speak to large 
audiences, he may have seemed to some to overgeneralize by using such 
phrases as “we always respected our elders” and “we always respected our 
women.” When an audience member requested a clearer definition of the 
term “respect,” this panelist responded, again conventionally, that it is 
impossible to translate some concepts from indigenous languages to 
English. The previous panelist, trying to formulate a more optimistic 
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response, proposed that while “respect” is indeed an English word used 
only recently, it might be thought of as referring to attention to subtlety, 
especially in the relationships among humans, and between humans and 
other living things.70 

 
Cruikshank’s point is that in attempting to reach broad audiences “who come with 

universalistic expectations and expect to understand what they hear, familiar strategies 
are inevitably the most effective in the short term, but they too have costs.”71 The cost 
Cruikshank is referring to is when the abstract formulation becomes an obstacle to 
making the practical sense of the norm known. She writes: “The inescapable lesson 
seems to be that removing oral tradition from a context where it has self-evident power 
and performing it in a context where it is opened to evaluation by the state poses 
enormous problems for understanding its historical value.”72 

At Alexis, one Committee member explained that people used to tell stories that 
contained laws, but these did not work out when interpreted in English. She talked about 
the old teachings that were based on having to answer for one’s actions in the spirit world 
after death. Another example is about the purpose and meaning of the smudge at the 
beginning of a meeting. The Committee members explained that the smudge and prayer 
at the beginning of a meeting are important to settle the room, settle peoples’ minds, and 
humble the participants (i.e., where are we in the universe?). Before a court hearing, the 
smudge settles the room, humbles the young people, and helps to deter aggressive 
behaviour by reminding them of their relationship to the Elders in the room. Postema 
apprehends this process: “Law has a social depth which we must recognize if we are to 
understand adequately the nature and modes of functioning of these salient surface 
phenomena. By its very nature, law is deeply implicated in the practices and conventions 
of the communities it governs.”73 

Borrows argues that there is a crisis in the rule of law in Aboriginal 
communities—not because Aboriginal peoples do not have the rule of law, but 
because the legitimacy of the rule of law in Aboriginal communities has been 
undermined.74 For Alexis, this is not the only difficulty. It is also difficult to 
describe how local or Nakota law works because these institutions and constructs 
have been displaced, damaged, and arguably distorted by western law (more on 
this later). However, what remains in Alexis (and in other similarly situated 
Aboriginal communities) is the underlying implicit and informal law. 

Another difficulty that became apparent in Alexis is that it is difficult even 
to find a useful language with which to create constructive (i.e., non-colonial) 
intellectual bridges between Nakota law and western law. Also, it is difficult to 
discuss either local or Nakota law solely on the basis of what was shared during 
the meeting with the Committee. Local law and Nakota law are deeply embedded 
in the practices and day-to-day interactions in the community. Without 
participating first-hand in the Committee’s activities over time, and without 
further information from the Committee, it can only be argued that there is 
evidence of local and Nakota law at work in this community—but dialogue is 
elusive. 
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3.2. Kinship 
 
Local law functions as a conflict management tool during the contestation of social 
norms. In Alexis, it derives in part from and rests within the kinship system. At the same 
time, kinship units have been flexible, allowing this form of local law to act as a primary 
form of conflict management. 

Nakota society is organized along kinship lines with extended family groupings 
that are fluid, enabling people to operate and move within the larger group according to 
matrilineal, patrilineal, or bilateral lines of descent. These kinship relationships provide 
members with their identities and determines their rights and obligations to one another. 
Historically, this social organization determined the distribution of goods; regulated the 
utilization of resources; provided domestic, political, and spiritual leadership; and 
established standards of behaviour and punishments for deviation.75 In describing the 
Dakota Sioux, Ella Cara Deloria wrote, “The ultimate aim of Dakota life, stripped of 
accessories, is quite simple: One must obey kinship rules; one must be a good relative. … 
Without that aim and the constant struggle to attain it, the people would no longer be 
Dakotas in truth. They would no longer even be human.”76 
 
3.2.1. Kinship and responsibility 
 
It was clear that most Committee members viewed the work they did as more than just 
working within the Alexis restorative justice program. This was evidenced in part by the 
ways that members carried their “committee” work with them outside of the time and 
space allotted to restorative justice work. For instance, several Committee members noted 
that they get visits at home from young clients in crisis seeking guidance. There was a 
clear sense among the members that the work within the Alexis restorative justice 
program was primarily the work they were already required to perform as a good relative. 
This was closely tied to local legal understandings of responsibility for young people 
within that kinship system, extending well beyond the nuclear family. 

For instance, one female participant notes that she cares about the Committee’s 
work in part because she is the second oldest girl in her family. She had the responsibility 
to look after her younger siblings and the younger children in her extended family, and as 
an adult she still has that kind of responsibility. Another female member, with eleven 
children and thirty-four grandchildren, joined the Committee in part because her children 
are all grown up, leaving her time and energy to fill a (grandparent) role for other young 
people in Alexis. She notes that this is the work she does because “that is what parents 
and grandparents did.” 

Committee members actively teach kinship principles to young people who 
participate in the Alexis restorative justice program. One male member talked about 
kinship language and the names used to address particular family members such as 
nephew, cousin, brother, little brother, etc. He noted how young people do not use the 
names from the language, and that they tell clients that they are going to have to learn 
because they are going to have to teach their own kids. A female member echoed that 
laws were oral, passed on in the conduct of individuals in their relationships with their 
families and communities. 
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3.2.2. Gender roles, parenting, and grandparenting 
 
Several Committee members referred to the existence of gender roles within Nakota law. 
One female member talked about how the male offenders do their individual work with 
male elders and female offenders with female elders to provide a setting for learning 
gender roles and proper protocols. Nakota kinship laws established gendered norms 
within families and the larger community, allocating responsibilities and duties to one 
another, as well as the division of work.77 For instance, one female member noted that 
older sisters were seen as second mothers, and brothers as second fathers. Verbal 
greetings by these names locate each person in the kinship network.78 Each role and 
relationship carries legal obligations, including setting out who will be responsible for the 
welfare of children in case of future harms to the parents. 

In Alexis, a number of circumstances have challenged these norms. For example, 
the demands of contemporary living have disrupted the practice of dividing work and 
responsibility along gendered lines. Rather than accepting this practice as a static “rule,” 
Alexis local law has maintained and fulfilled the philosophical basis of the practice 
(teaching children how to be a good relative) while allowing for gendered norms to be 
contested. Importantly, the underlying philosophy has remained intact and guided the 
changes to the practice itself. This ensures that Alexis children who lack a relation of a 
particular gender have others in the community fulfilling that role. The social 
circumstances that supported the gendered division of responsibility have changed, and 
therefore so have the practices and norms. 

Contemporary pressures on gender roles reflect a number of social changes. Also, 
there is a dearth of adults of either gender who understand and follow Nakota laws about 
kinship responsibility generally. Alexis local law has intervened to allow gendered norms 
to be fulfilled within that challenging contemporary context. In several cases, this has 
meant that committee members of one gender will perform the kinship work of the 
opposite gender in order to ensure that children in Alexis are learning Nakota kinship 
principles. In addition, paid work generally has provided opportunities for several 
Committee members of both genders to teach Nakota kinship principles and 
responsibilities to Alexis children. The responsibilities of kinship extend beyond the 
particular young people who come before them in committee. 

For instance, some women Committee members choose to work outside the 
home, sharing their role as Nakota woman/mother with other roles as a paid worker. One 
female Committee member spoke about preparing the smudge before court, which she 
described as a man’s job. One female member said that being a school bus driver and 
raising her own kids fulfills her role as a Nakota woman, and her contribution to Alexis 
Another female member says that she has had to play a grandfather role in her paid work 
because some of the youth don’t have a grandfather who can do this. She notes that this 
“isn’t her role” and reiterates that she is in fact a “younger sister.” Another female 
member talked about how she plays the role of grandfather to her grandson, whose father 
is deceased, and the need for these roles. 
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3.2.3. Reciprocation, respect, and role modeling 
 
Throughout the roundtable discussion, several other principles of Alexis local legal 
traditions emerged. These were discussed either in terms of reasons for joining and 
staying with the Committee, or as tools used to teach and guide young people who came 
before the committee. 

There was a sense among some members of the importance of reciprocity, or 
giving back. One male member was helped by the Committee and then joined as a 
member afterwards. One woman stated she got involved as a way to give back because 
they had accepted her when she married a community member. Another woman said that 
work on the Committee is her way of giving back to the community in general. 

Over the course of the roundtable, the word “respect” was used frequently to 
characterize good relations within families and within the Alexis community. Elders were 
seen as an important source of knowledge for how to conduct yourself with respect. A 
female member said, “There are three Ls in “Indian country”—Look, Listen, Learn—and 
try to be as good as the practicing Elders.” There was an acknowledgement that Elders 
are important, and several members expressed fears about losing their Elders as they pass 
on. One female member stated that the Elders are an important part of the Committee. 
Another female member said that the Elders maintain the history and remember the 
changes. This was echoed by another woman who said that the Elders watch who makes 
changes and breaks unhealthy patterns. 

Finally several Committee members understood their work on the Committee to 
include being a role model. The Elder male Committee members in particular discussed 
their commitment in terms of acting in ways to model the behaviour of a good relative. 
One male Committee member talked about how he felt that was important, otherwise 
who would listen to him? Two male Committee members talked about how they did not 
want their grandchildren to perceive them as alcoholics, but instead as models of how to 
remain sober. One elder female noted that having used alcohol herself, and knowing how 
to overcome it, gives her knowledge to share with younger people on how to get clean. 

Two younger members—a man and a woman—also talked about being good role 
models and teachers to their own children and to other children in Alexis. They said that 
they in turn look to Elders as role models and as sources of knowledge. According to one 
man, being a good role model also goes beyond yourself, as you are representing your 
family. 
 
3.3. Gender 
 
A recent evaluation of the restorative justice program in Alexis,79 discussions with justice 
officials, and our roundtable discussion with Committee members revealed a lack of 
adequate resources available for the victims of crime. The evaluation reported that most 
of the program’s strength lies in treating offenders, and that dealing with victims is a 
serious challenge.80 For example, the report notes that “some victims find it difficult to 
provide statements and evidence in front of their own community” and “some victims are 
fearful of providing statements since the offender’s family might be in court.”81 The 
evaluation also highlights how the Alexis restorative justice model is not including 
victims in the process to the extent that it could, and that the Committee and the criminal 
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justice service providers recognize this gap and are attempting to acquire funds to start a 
victim services unit on the reserve.82 The evaluation goes on to recommend that victim 
services be developed to enhance the Alexis restorative justice model. 

In a recent conversation with an Alexis community member who does paid work 
with the Committee, the problem of victim services was raised and recognized. A lack of 
financial and human resources were identified as key factors contributing to this problem. 
Although Committee members have received government training on how to deal with 
offenders, they currently do not have government training to address the needs of victims. 
In the past, the Committee tried to establish a subcommittee to work with victims. 
Unfortunately, it proved to be beyond the capacity of the Committee, and resulted in an 
unmanageable workload for the Committee members. The Committee member also 
mentioned that the Committee has tried to recruit other agencies to help them improve the 
situation for victims, but the substantial commitment required between agencies to allow 
for such an alliance with the Alexis program has not yet been achieved. This means that 
victims have limited options when seeking local resources. The nearest victim services 
facility is located in Mayerthorpe, which is approximately a forty-five minute drive west 
of Alexis. 

It also became clear to us that very many of the generic “victims of crime” 
referred to in the evaluation and by the Committee are women who have been assaulted 
by their intimate partners.83 In our opinion, this represents a piece of the larger pattern of 
violence against women, which cuts across cultures in Canada and which warrants 
particular attention and analysis. Violence against women is a gendered crime, regardless 
of the community where the crimes occur, and helps to perpetuate and entrench the legal, 
social, economic, and cultural subordination of women. Framing the issue within 
Aboriginal self-government does not erase the need to address these issues in a gendered 
way. Issues that have been marginalized and ghettoized as “Aboriginal women’s issues” 
need to be contextualized within the larger Aboriginal political frame, and Aboriginal 
political issues, including self-government, require a gendered and feminist analysis.84 

The efficacy and safety of restorative justice in cases of intimate violence85 has 
been explored from various positions,86 with particular attention to the survivors87 of 
intimate violence. In this chapter, however, we are interested in the ways that local law 
has (not) dealt with women survivors of intimate violence. We argue that, to an important 
extent, the funding and parameters of the restorative justice project have also set 
boundaries around the functioning of local laws and legal orders in relation to these 
issues. The availability of financial and human resources earmarked for offenders, albeit 
limited, has steered the Committee towards local legal work that supports offenders. We 
argue also that Alexis local law itself has the potential to assist women survivors in 
similar ways. 

All law, including local law in Alexis, changes over time. In order to maintain its 
legitimacy as a governance function, local law provides parameters within which norms 
can change and adapt to contemporary social issues. We discussed above how Nakota 
norms of gendered kinship roles have adapted to contemporary challenges. In the context 
of intimate violence, Alexis local law has the potential to adapt in similar, helpful ways to 
cope with this contemporary social issue outside of the parameters of the restorative 
justice project. This must be done, in part, through legal reasoning—by applying Alexis 
local law to this issue in ways that are intellectually rigorous, critical, flexible, and 
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inclusive of women. Committee members have already done this to some extent with 
offenders. 

Solving contemporary social issues will likely require Alexis local law to 
continue to recognize and adapt resources from non-Nakota sources. For instance, in 
treating/healing offenders, many committee members referred to the extensive and 
successful use of Alcoholics Anonymous. Survivors of intimate abuse also require such 
services; including specialized victim service providers with training in the gendered 
dynamics of intimate abuse, and resources such as individual counselling.88 

There remains, however, the important issue of resources. In helping offenders, 
Committee members give above and beyond the paid parameters of their work. They 
speak of this extra work in terms of a local legal kinship obligation. The restorative 
justice program, however, also plays a role. It acts as a scaffold for the local law at work 
in Alexis and simultaneously provides limited financial and human resources, which the 
committee stretches into use in their kinship work. The Committee, and the paid staff 
who support them, are already stretching these resources to an incredible extent and using 
them to do far more local legal work than the restorative justice program demands of 
them. These resources, however, are simply insufficient to meet the needs of survivors as 
well. We argue that, given some restorative justice resources specifically earmarked for 
survivors, Committee members would and could stretch them beyond their programmic 
capacity, and use them to augment local legal work. With these resources, in conjunction 
with the conscious, critical application of Alexis local law to the circumstances of women 
survivors, the Committee has the potential to fill a legitimate local governance role in 
relation to crimes of intimate violence. 
 
3.4. Norms versus Values 
 

All legal orders, of whatever kind, have to have mechanisms for 
fashioning these collective positions out of the welter of disagreement. 
This does not undermine the key insights of the theorists of social law, but 
it does warn us against the tendency to treat the social law as natural, as 
emerging harmoniously from practice. Instead, it insists on the existence 
of contestation and dissent and focuses attention on the means by which 
contestation is settled. … Indeed, the very essence of law—and of 
normative orders generally—involves the fashioning of an emphatically 
social outcome in the face of disagreement89 

 
This section considers the implications of focusing on values, rather than on norms, 
within the restorative justice field. It then asks, what difference would a focus on norms 
make, if any? The primary concern here is whether the focus on values might represent a 
failure to recognize agency in the interpretation of values. There are some similarities as 
well as wide variations between the identified values in the following list, but they are all 
described as basic beliefs underlying the practice of restorative justice, including many 
discussions, conferences, and government and community programs. And yet this critical, 
predominantly values-based approach remains unquestioned.90 

Within the vast literature on restorative justice, much is written about the 
importance and centrality of values. For example, in a recent book on peacemaking 
circles, the “circle values” are listed as forgiveness, love, respect, honesty, humility, 
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sharing, courage, inclusivity, empathy, and trust.91 The authors argue that each individual 
must strive to “shift to living more mindfully aligned with our values” and “learn how to 
act in more value-consistent ways.”92 The peacemaking circles are spaces where, among 
other things, one can learn to act in harmony with one’s values.93 

Barb Toews works inside penitentiaries. From her perspective, restorative justice 
is grounded in four core values that affirm and build strong webs of relationships: 
respect, care, trust, and humility.94 According to Toews, acting on these values in 
restorative justice practice requires recognizing other needs and behaviours such as 
accountability, healing, responsibility, restoration, honesty, dependability, and 
confidentiality.95 

From a national Canadian perspective, the former Law Commission of Canada 
identified restorative justice values as: participation, respect for participants, community 
empowerment, commitment to agreed outcomes, and flexibility and responsiveness of 
process and outcomes.96 

From an international perspective, Daniel Van Ness draws a distinction between 
normative values and operational values.97 The list of normative values includes active 
responsibility, peaceful social life, respect, and solidarity. The operational values are 
directed to the parties affected by the offence and include amends for the harm, assistance 
to become contributing citizens, collaboration to develop solutions, empowerment, 
encounter, inclusion, moral education, protection, and resolution.98 

The Alexis evaluation report refers to incorporating cultural and spiritual values 
into sentencing and to restoring moral values to the community.99 During the discussions 
in Alexis, Committee members referred more generally to traditional, cultural, and moral 
values. From the perspective of the Committee members, the term “value” seems to 
express deeply held beliefs about their work, culture, community—basically, that which 
is good and to be aspired to as people, sometimes including that which is held sacred. 

It is not our intent to question the deeply held beliefs of the Alexis people or 
anyone else. Rather, because our interest is law, we are concerned with the questions of 
individual and collective agency. People can only interpret values according to their 
experiences and circumstances, and within their cultural horizons. In the restorative 
justice discourse, these propounded values are assumed to be absolutely universal, 
leaving no place to consider how people are interpreting them. Nor is there any place to 
consider whether people disagree with the values or how they weight them when values 
conflict (e.g., family versus work). Also, within the prevailing restorative justice 
discourse, it would be exceedingly difficult for anyone to actually disagree or 
acknowledge contradictory values. Interpretation of values matters because this 
determines what our expectations are insofar as ultimate success or failure of our 
experience with restorative justice. Specifically, failing to recognize interpretive 
differences can lead to conflict about whether particular restorative justice requirements 
have been fulfilled.100 

Why, then, does agency matter to law? If we understand that there are different 
forms of law beyond centralized, formal state law, then we can imagine decentralized and 
collaborative law that is more reflective of decentralized, non-state indigenous societies. 
And if we understand law as an intellectual process that subsumes rules and practices by 
including legal reasoning and interpretation, then we need to recognize individual and 
collective agency as integral to a thinking citizenry. 
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From this perspective, it makes more sense to consider norms, in this case legal 
norms that carry an obligation. Legal norms are a part of what makes law. And, all norms 
are constantly contested and change over time. The health of a legal order is determined 
by whether it can withstand the ongoing contestation and whether the citizens recognize 
the legal order as legitimate. According to Jeremy Webber, all law, including non-state as 
well as state law, is inherently non-consensual:101 
 

The socially-grounded law is portrayed as a unified and harmonious body 
of norms, highly adapted to a particular social milieu and exempt from 
disagreement and contention. It is not so much that disagreement is denied 
but that it has no point of entry into the theory. The law is given directly 
by social interaction, not by processes of human debate and decision-
making.102 

 
When we shift our analysis from restorative justice to considering local law, we 

create the necessary space in which to think critically about agency and norm 
contestation as integral to law. Such a shift enables people to deliberately take into 
account the importance of citizenry, intellectual capacity, and conflict management. In 
other words, such an approach encourages communities to build their social capital in the 
form of local law. 

To conclude, in order to remain alive and therefore legitimate, indigenous legal 
orders and law must be able withstand internal challenges and change. It is this ongoing 
challenge to norms that keeps a culture alive and vital—and ensures continued relevance 
for younger people. Otherwise, indigenous law will fail to be useful in today’s world, and 
there will be no point in teaching or practicing it. All that will be left will be cultural 
remnants. 
 
4. Conclusion: Local Law and Self-Government 
 
Fundamentally, law is about governing ourselves—managing ourselves in large groups 
and determining how we relate to other people from other large groups. It is the thesis of 
this chapter that we might learn about local or indigenous law by changing how we look 
at contemporary community practices such as the Alexis Court Justice project. To take 
this argument one step further, recognizing the contemporary manifestations of local law 
creates opportunities to support and strengthen it—as opposed to inadvertently continuing 
to obscure it in the language of programs. 

There is a troubling general perception that there is a broad dichotomy between 
the level of sophistication of Aboriginal societies and the Canadian state. On the one side, 
there is an assumption that the Canadian state possesses complete systems of governance, 
law, economics, and social structures. On the other is the assumption that, although 
Aboriginal peoples possess values, practices, and various notions of culture, they lack 
complete systems of governance or law or anything else, except perhaps spirituality. This 
supposed asymmetrical relationship is founded on a usually unstated,103 but very real, 
assumption of various cultural deficits on the part of Aboriginal peoples. In the case of 
“Aboriginal justice,” for instance, Aboriginal values and practices have usually been 
“extracted” from Aboriginal culture and added to the Criminal Code. Removing these 
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from the complete systems that give them meaning is a distortion and should be 
recognized as such. 

So what might a symmetrical relationship look like? Such a relationship would be 
founded on an understanding that Aboriginal peoples have complete systems of 
governance and law (albeit damaged by recent history), and that practices and norms 
have to be appreciated from within that which gives them meaning. So rather than 
imagining Canadian criminal law relating to Aboriginal values and practices, there would 
be some effort to take a pluralist approach, relating Canadian criminal law to how 
Aboriginal peoples dealt with harms and offences in their entirety. This is not about 
trying to go back in time, but about starting the conversation between Aboriginal people 
and the state at a different place rather than from an assumed cultural deficit.104 

For Alexis First Nation, perhaps considering the work of the Alexis Justice 
Committee as being founded on local and Nakota laws could provide community 
members with an opportunity to rigorously and critically examine them, Then they would 
be in a position to consider how their own laws might relate to those of Canada and 
Alberta on a corresponding basis. In other words, perhaps this is a way that the internal 
conversations among Aboriginal citizens will change the nature of the external 
relationships between Aboriginal peoples and Canada.105 This work of deliberating on 
local and Nakota law does not require the sanction of the state until Alexis (or other 
Aboriginal community) decides to formalize these aspects of their relationship with the 
state. 

One ongoing issue before Alexis and other small Aboriginal communities is that 
of scale. For the most part, these questions about self-government require Aboriginal 
peoples to go beyond band structures in order to consider scale—the concepts of the 
public good and personal interests,106 accountability, and the full extent of the 
relationships and responsibilities within the society. The reserve boundaries created by 
the Indian Act, which divided and grouped indigenous peoples into bands, cut across 
indigenous legal orders. This division of indigenous peoples and lands has undermined 
the management of our legal orders and has undermined the application of indigenous 
laws. At the band level, the larger legal order becomes unworkable, and some co-
operative arrangements must be established to enable bands to draw upon broader-based 
relationships at a national level to more effectively implement their laws. For Alexis, this 
might involve international alliances with the Cree.107 
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